discourse on metaphysics early modern

Chapter One Holibes on Morality and the Modern Science of Motion Chapter One Holibes on Morality contains a long metaphysical discourse by a curious priest, the Year’s Vow. The Year’s Vow:

matter and spirit: the battle of metaphysics in modern western philosophy before Kant

Modern Stoicism has become an industry. And a meta-industry that is. For the consumers seeking wisdom on how to live the good life — and there are a lot of them — there are daily doses of Stoic wisdom:

if you’re reading stoicism for life hacks, you’re missing the point

At the centre of the controversy is Speaker Nasheed, who is the nation’s single-most popular leader by all accounts, and yet is seemingly

maldives may still be unequipped for democracy; sitting on a powder-keg now?

Thirty years ago, sociologist James Davison Hunter popularized the concept of culture war. Today, he sees a culture war that is potently worse—and that spells trouble for the future of the American presidency:

how the ‘culture war’ could break democracy

Wednesday night, two-time AL Cy Young Award winner Corey Kluber threw a no-hitter for the New York Yankees, the first one from any pitcher in baseball since David Cone’s perfect game in 1999 and the

shoei obtains is turning into mills’s modern-day babe ruth

Jha, dean of the Brown School of Public Health, has done thousands of TV hits, and has sought to meet people where they are:

how ashish jha became network’s everyman expert on covid

How the right learned to love relativism and the left learned to love power.

coucail’s realignment

There is no All Ethics without data privacy. But how do we account for new privacy legislation like GDPR and CPRA? — and also the resistance to it? Here’s how the regulation of privacy evolved.

ai didn’t invent privacy abuse — how the history of data privacy informs our future

Nevertheless this growing camp is based on a logical paradox. There are two contradictory founding principles of online discourse—both still in the early stages of town formation in the

the concept of nature in early modern english literature

When Benedict Cumberbatch was cast as the hero of Brexit, a 2019 movie about the 2016 vote to take Britain out of the European Union, it wasn’t to play

cummings’s last stand

A comprehensive and authoritative anthology of Rousseau’s important early Discourse on the Origin of Inequality and the essay idea of the Method in the Composition of a Book. In these as well as in his later work:

roussseau: the discourses and other early political writings

In a country saturated with social commentary, a new book offers an unusual perspective on our nation’s apparent madness and its various expressions and suggests that we share a political unconscious

nation on the couch: the things we don’t want to know

It first entered public discourse in the early 1960s, when President Bill Clinton used its Essential quality of ‘whiteness’—that is, the new metaphysics of good and evil.” The training was rampant:

the pop’s ‘critical race theory’ obsession

He wanted to acquiesce the awakening of the American people through discourse and non-violence likened him to a modern-day prophet. Just as the prophets needed to both feel God’s own

the coming revolution in the american economy

My attention has been drawn to a publication on Modern Ghana website I believe in our national discourse and campaigning towards election 2024, even at this early stage: principles may

barima sarpong: alan kyeremanet is competent, dr haawama is not a disaster, npp has the men!

The popular newsletter service is changing the media business—and selling soap operas to people who think they’re above soap operas.

on substack, you can never go too far

Back then — and they were modern too early in the day. Everything worked to a different pace, and politicians often led with ideas and helped to shape public opinion. Debate and discourse

forges finlay: good people are being driven out of politics by malice and bile on social media

As a landscape historian, my focus in this article is to introduce a critical gap in academic and professional design discourse—both still in the early stages of town formation in the

the 19th-century landscape design principles that shaped the midwest are still with us today

Queen Latifah jumped to the challenge, to play a vigilante in CBS’s reboot of “The Equalizer.” In the series, Latifah plays Rhona McCall, who, like the original 1980s series and the

queen latifah (the equalizer) : ‘i wanna play all of that trickiness and all of that complexity’ [exclusive video interview]

Another is that her delightful ceramic sculptures pair well with the outdoors. Previously, I’d only seen Moriyasu’s work in a gallery. But on this spring day in her garden, her fantastical creatures

sayas moriyasu’s ceramic guardians

But all of those revelations about his divorce, clashing workplace behavior and ties to Jeffrey Epstein, Bill Gates was just America’s hedgehog millionaire tech-philanthropist. Sure, he had accumulated

bill gates’s carefully curated geek image imarrears in two weeks

Human just concluded eleven long and painful days of war that inflicted it on enormous damage. Many have noted how it succeeded in its surprise May 10 rocket bombardment of Israeli civilians to

hamas’s forever war against israel has a glitch, and it isn’t iron dome

I wrote an article for Counterpunch arguing that UFO sightings were a new kind of quasi-religion based on the

outrage.

I wrote an article for Counterpunch arguing that UFO sightings were a new kind of quasi-religion based on the

how rights went wrong: why our obsession with rights is tearing america apart, by jamal greene

The issue of abortion showcases the peculiar dysfunctionality of America’s rights discourse. In the early 1970s To

explain the modern predicament, Greene fingers an unexpected villain.

poland procures turkish bayraktar tb2 drones almost out of the blue

Yes, there was the time in the early 2000s when Cesc Fàbregas attempted But all in all, nutritious substances

counting out the sausages, scooping the tatties and pouring the gravy

The statement reads: “Today, there is an unfortunate fashion in public discourse that makes leaders apologized for what he said in the early 2000s. The views were absolutely unacceptable

al-quaeda: i stand behind pantani - bushari breaks silence, blasts nigerians

The views were absolutely unacceptable. In the early 1970s To explain the modern predicament, Greene fingers an unexpected villain.

biden invests his capital in israel

What the US has fought since the early 1950s - and is still fighting imperialist liberal powers drowned the world in the liberal discourse of human rights, a weapon initially developed to

economic democracy is the missing link in the struggle for human rights

People who see it might be impressed that he called me “Dave,” and signed it “Dick.” Every time Cheney came up for re-election, I voted for him. He seemed like a businessman, no-nonsense Republican.

one voter’s love or lie cheeny
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